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What is a simulation?
“…behavioral simulations model certain aspects of the social 
environment yet maintain the element of human choice. This 
type of simulation requires that involvement of human 
participants in the simulation itself.” 
Gist et.al., p. 253
LIS Uses of Simulation
•Usability 
•Systems Analysis
• Information Retrieval
•Training
Why we chose a simulation
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collection
Intro to our simulation
(Adapted from Vidal-Gomel & Fauquet-Alekhine, 2016)
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everything that happens while the simulation is conducted
Phases of Simulation Situation
Briefing Simulation Session Debriefing
Facilitator Materials
Think-Aloud Protocols
Interviews
• Library interaction 
• # of research projects
• Last research topic
• Device use
• School social media 
use
Pre-
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• Care
• Container
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So what 
about the 
data?
Opportunities for analysis
Diving Deep
Helpful Task
It's a YouTube video [laughter]. Well I guess it's uploaded 
by the Associated Press, at least, to be fair [laughter]. So 
[laughter]. Let's see they have the text in here. I think this 
is actually the video that was in the introduction maybe. I 
don't remember exactly. Anyway, If it's uploaded by the 
Associated Press at least that is a real source. This 
headline though like, the all caps. It's like, "You won't 
believe what happened next [laughter]." Okay. Well, I'm 
going to leave that one just unchecked. 
- G16
ID NE04USFLSC NE04USFL
G16 TRUE FALSE
Cite Task
So, NPR, yes, because they have a professor that 
is knowledgeable in the field. It would be easy to 
cite it because it was a publication, an interview.
– S14
ID NE02CITESC NE02CITE
S14 FALSE TRUE
Credible Task
And then I would say two because I'm not exactly sure 
either because, at first, it talks about the Everglades, so I 
wouldn't know exactly.  
– E01
ID WE01CREDSC WE01CRED
E01 FALSE 2
Container Task
Next is another journal article from Springer. I think this one 
is actually a book. What the heck is this? 
What made you think that?
It has chapters instead of articles, so it's probably a book. 
- G27
ID BK01CNTNRSC BK01CNTNR
G27 FALSE 2
Looking Across
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The more 
you know!
Lessons learned 
It takes time, effort, & expertise
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